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Repudiating the Doctrine of Discovery
Call to Action No. 46, ii of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission calls upon the parties
of the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement (which includes The Presbyterian
Church in Canada) to a “repudiation [rejection] of concepts used to justify European
sovereignty over Indigenous lands and peoples, such as the Doctrine of Discovery and terra
nullius, and the reformation of laws, governance structures, and policies within their
respective institutions that continue to rely on such concepts.”i
The Doctrine of Discovery and its accompanying concept of terra nullius were developed
in the middle ages and deployed in the centuries following to legitimize European
monarchs’ colonial efforts to subjugate non-Christians and seize their property across the
globe. ii The attitudes that underline the Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius have thus
shaped the colonial relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people in Canada
for hundreds of years. In response to Call to Action No. 46, ii, The Presbyterian Church in
Canada began to examine where its policies have been shaped by concepts such as the
Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius. The Presbyterian Church’s Assistant Archivist
Bob Anger researched and prepared a detailed narrative chronology (1886–1969) reflecting
how some of these attitudes manifested in the church, particularly with regards to its
operation of residential and day schools. This work is discussed briefly below, but a more
extensive film and a webinar have also been prepared on Mr. Anger’s research and are now
available on the Healing and Reconciliation section of Justice Ministries’ website. iii
The effects of actions rooted in the Doctrine of Discovery and concepts like terra nullius
are devastating. Former Chief Justice Beverley McLachlin has called Canada’s treatment
of Indigenous people since the colonial period cultural genocide. iv The Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of Canada called the residential school system cultural
genocide. v A hard and complicated truth is that The Presbyterian Church in Canada was an
agent in that system. As we confront this truth, we bear witness to its current and ongoing
legacy. The Rev. Dr. Margaret Mullin, Thundering Eagle Woman, minister at Place of
Hope Presbyterian Church in Winnipeg, writes that, “the legacy of colonization and the
residential school system still presents itself in serious and complicated brokenness today.
That brokenness of Indigenous Spirit manifests itself through anger, violence, illness,
addictions, dysfunctional families and dysfunctional power structures. Generational trauma
is difficult to resolve, but not impossible.” vi The Doctrine of Discovery was one of the tools
used to shape this generational trauma. In order to continue the work of undoing the trauma,
we must understand and repudiate this doctrine in our church not only in its historical use,
but also any present legacy. Hearing the voices of Survivors and other Indigenous people
is paramount to walking the path of reconciliation, therefore, this report begins with voices
discussing the current and living legacy of the Doctrine of Discovery.
This report has been reviewed by the Presbyterian National Indigenous Ministries Council
(NIMC), as well as several church Committees and theologians. vii The church is fortunate
to have the wisdom and advice of those who consulted.
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The Current and Living Legacy: Witness from National Indigenous Ministries to the
effects of Colonization
Presbyterian Indigenous Ministries hosted conversations in 2018 with members of their
communities to discuss the living legacy of colonialism. The church is deeply grateful for
their reflections. These notes are from those conversations and identify themes in how
colonial attitudes springing from the Doctrine of Discovery are still shaping, and harming,
relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people in Canada:
Racism: “It is very hurtful to read what we as Indigenous people were viewed as. viii
How do you repair 500 years of being nothing?”
Loss of connection to community and culture: “Many people discussed the loss that
has happened in our communities and how it has affected the overall sharing of
knowledge and traditions. So many families were left without elders…the
knowledge keepers are passing on at an alarming rate and healthy grieving practices
are not being supported.”
Shame and self-hate: “Our DNA and the blood memories we have of what we grew
up with and the impacts of growing up in a racist community has been very hurtful
and caused much shame and often self-hate. This has been passed down to their
children and now seeing the effects with addiction, family breakdown and suicide.”
Violence: “they should acknowledge the student on student abuse.”
Broken families, broken communities; displacement from families and
communities: one Elder spoke about how their siblings attended schools run by
different church denominations, and how this split forever changed how they
connected to their family. Another person said: “One survivor shared about
growing up knowing she was different due to her skin colour and growing up in a
religious home and not being allowed to come into contact with her own ‘kind.’”
Youth suicide: “our children are suffering – living with the effects of Indian
residential schools – no resources for our damaged children.”
Broken trust (within families and between peoples): “Are you with us, or not?”
Sense of isolation, segregation: “It is still happening – still acting like we are not
here – even though they say there is a respect – nation to nation relationship – out
of sight, out of mind is how many feel.”
Sense of helplessness, hopelessness and the ongoing influence of the doctrine:
“The control and continued implications of the doctrine of discovery re:
colonialism and discrimination factors are still happening today and its authority
is still being enforced and governed.”
These next reflections name how the church has been complicit in this harmful legacy, and
how the church can change its behaviors to make significant steps toward healing relations:
-

Failure to listen: “People do not realize the underlying damage done by the
Doctrine of Discovery.”
Be an ally: “Don’t just listen to stories and feel sorry. Educate yourself about the
real history and speak up!”
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-

-

Speak out: There is a sense that the church doesn’t stand with Indigenous peoples
regarding issues of concern to Indigenous peoples: “even in land claims – they need
to show support or help advocate with first nations – be an ally.”
Acknowledge the land: “They need to…acknowledge this is our land.”
Honour treaties: “They have to recognize the treaty boundaries.”
Support Indigenous-led healing initiatives, especially in communities where the
church caused devastation – help [with] healing centres and gatherings.

The following reflections note the need for more education and awareness regarding the
ongoing effects of the Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius, as well as the need for
concrete actions that flow from repudiating them:
The importance of the land: “It is all about the land and it [the repudiation of the
Doctrine of Discovery] should have a reference as to how it impacted the people
and the relationship. The land was so important and when the children were taken
from the land, it caused a life sentence.”
More awareness needed: “There needs to be more awareness and education about
the Doctrine of
Discovery at all levels. People need to be aware of the powers and controls of the
Doctrine of Discovery.”
Action is necessary, not just words: “The repudiation has to be more than a
document and words and action needs to also be a major part of the whole
process.”
-

The testimonies from Presbyterian Indigenous Ministries present a reminder that the
Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius have impacted – and continue to impact –
Indigenous people in not only disputes regarding access to land and resources but also in
everyday interactions with those who consider Indigenous people to be inferior.
How were the Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius formed?
The Doctrine of Discovery is a set of concepts developed from a series of papal bulls
(decrees) issued around the 15th century, while terra nullius is Latin for “empty land.” Land
was treated as terra nullius if it was deemed unoccupied or unowned—specifically, this
often was assumed to mean unfarmed by European standards. ix Drawing on the concept of
terra nullius, the papal bulls provided theological justification and legal backing to
European monarchs to invade and seize non-Christian lands, enslave non-Christian people,
and to take their property.
The papal bull Dum Diversas, for example, was issued by Pope Nicholas V in 1452 and
granted the King of Portugal “full and free power, through the Apostolic authority by this
edict, to invade, conquer, fight, [and] subjugate the Saracens and pagans, and other infidels
and other enemies of Christ… and to lead their persons in perpetual servitude, and to apply
and appropriate [their] realms, duchies, royal palaces, principalities and other dominions,
possessions and goods of this kind to you and your use and your successors the Kings of
Portugal.” x The edicts that were issued through—as Nicholas himself points out—
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“Apostolic authority” were more concerned with aiding European monarchies and nascent
European nation-states to garner more land, resources, power and money by whatever
means available than they were with matters of faith. It was in the interest of the late
medieval papacy to support such secular efforts because doing so created a kind of
dependence of the various monarchies on ecclesiastical power and authority. xi
The attitudes behind these practices continued even after the power of the medieval papacy
waned. The ideology that European colonial powers had a right to appropriate lands and
possessions and treat non-Christians they encountered as undeserving of the rights
accorded to their own citizens flows from these doctrines and heavily influenced the
legislation that eventually governed Indigenous-Crown relations. It also heavily influenced
the system of residential and day schools in which the church was complicit. The Truth
and Reconciliation Commission created a public record of the experiences of Survivors of
residential schools, detailing the impact of these experiences and their continuing harm.
Consider for a moment the following scenario, which was an all-too-familiar result of the
attitudes and legislation that concepts like the Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius
fostered:
Imagine a knock on your door. You open it and are met by strangers accompanied
by a police officer. These people are speaking a different language, so you don't
understand what they're saying. Eventually, you come to the surreal realization that
they've come for your children. There is some time given to pack clothes and say
goodbye. Any resistance is met with the threat of arrest by the police. You're not
sure where your children are going or if you will ever see them again. You're
wondering what you did wrong. You have no idea what is happening as you
helplessly watch this nightmare unfold before your eyes.
How does an event like this affect the child? The parents? The community?xii
The cumulative effects of experiences such as the one just described can be summed up in
two words: generational trauma. Doctrines that supported treating Indigenous people as
incapable of caring for themselves, their land and their children unjustly robbed Indigenous
people of the ability to fully shape their lives and their future, and resulted in legislation
that produced systems such as the residential schools, the day schools, and the Sixties
Scoop.
There is no consensus about the full extent of the contemporary ramifications of the
Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius in Canadian law. For the church, what is important
is how the behaviors and activities that reflect these concepts influence the church’s
mission and ministry with Indigenous people, and more broadly, how the Doctrine of
Discovery has shaped attitudes of the dominant society toward Indigenous people. The
focus of the Church must be on reconciliation and healing the trauma we helped cause. The
church’s integrity is tied to its accountability for its role in the residential and day school
system and the extent that colonial attitudes underscored the church’s mission and ministry
with Indigenous people. Recognizing this, in 1994 The Presbyterian Church in Canada
confessed its complicity in the Government of Canada’s policies of assimilation, the harm
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it caused, and that “the roots of the harm we have done are found in the attitudes and values
of western European colonialism, and the assumption that what was not yet moulded in our
image was to be discovered and exploited.” (A&P 1994, p. 376)
Theological reflection on the Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius: reading like a
Canaanite
The relationship between Scripture and colonialism is complex. Historically, the Bible has
been used both as a weapon of colonial oppression and a source of hope and liberation for
the oppressed. In the aftermath of the Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius, we listen to
the text to identify its colonial tones and also to hear the voices of those who were silenced
and ignored in the Biblical witness. Biblical interpretation is never a neutral task—we hear
the text as those who have been shaped and formed in a historical ethos that has been unjust
toward Indigenous people.
The Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius have been supported by interpretations of
scripture that rely on two particular texts which speak to Biblical land traditions. The first
is from Genesis chapter one:
Then God said, ‘Let us make humankind in our image, according to our likeness;
and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air,
and over the cattle, and over the all the wild animals of the earth, and over every
creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.’ (Genesis 1:26).
A particular understanding of the notion of humans having “dominion” over creation, one
where dominion is based in the ability to exert power, is at the root of ideologies such as
the Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius. But is such an understanding of dominion
warranted?
Looking at the wider context of scripture, how does God seem to understand the land,
God’s creation, and human relationship to it? If we examine the book of Leviticus, for
example, God speaks: “The land must not be sold permanently, because the land is mine
and you reside in my land as foreigners and strangers. Throughout the land that you hold
as a possession, you must provide for the redemption of the land.” (Leviticus 25:23–24,
NIV ) As Leviticus makes clear, people may hold the land; we may use it, care for it, and
otherwise steward it, but we do not ever fully own it such that we could dispose of it as
we will. We are not to deal with it in any permanent way. God made it, the text states,
and so God owns it; our dominion is one of care and stewarding, not of ruling. The text
goes so far as to call the Israelites themselves, as well as any other people, “foreigners
and strangers” on the land—strangers whom God hosts in a model act of hospitality. This
understanding of land and humans’ relation to land could hardly be said to be depicted in
the Doctrine of Discovery, which treats the land as though it is somehow “empty” and
available for enduring domination, not to mention conquest.
The second text whose interpretations have been used at times to support such ideas as the
Doctrine of Discovery is from Matthew 28, also known as the Great Commission:
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Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and the Holy Spirit. (Matthew 28:19).
Musa Dube, a scholar from Botswana, challenges traditional Protestant interpretations of
this passage, which she views as generally imperialist in nature. Matthew’s commission,
Dube claims, has been interpreted and enacted as a justification for uninvited bordercrossing.xiii She asks,
Does such an imperative consider the consequences of trespassing? Does it make
room for Christian travelers to be discipled by all nations? Or is the discipling in
question conceived solely in terms of a one-way traffic?... the text clearly implies
that Christian disciples have a duty to teach all nations, without any suggestion that
they must also in turn learn from all nations. xiv
There are many examples of the people of Israel entering land that was already occupied.
The much sought-after ‘promised land’ was entered in a manner that violated and terrorized
its inhabitants (Deuteronomy 7, 20, 30–31; Exodus 3:6–10; Joshua 23). How are we to read
stories such as these, that seem to reflect attitudes much like those expressed in the Doctrine
of Discovery and terra nullius?
Biblical scholar Laura Donaldson invites Biblical interpreters to “read like a Canaanite,”
by recognizing the presence of others in the text who are not the primary focus of Biblical
authors. Although the Exodus story is a paradigmatic exploration of freedom and
liberation, it does not promote freedom and liberation for all. Scripture tells us that God
sends the Israelites into the home of the Canaanites. The promised land is already inhabited,
albeit by a much-maligned race. The account of God’s directive to the Israelites that we
find, for example, in the book of Joshua is at best to avoid other races and at worst a
directive to kill and destroy not only the Canaanite people, but also their culture. Reading
the story from the position of Canaan’s inhabitants, or indeed, from the perspective of any
modern people whose land has been expropriated, such as the Indigenous people of North
America, highlights the other side of the story. Rather than considering the story of the
Promised Land in isolation and from only one perspective, we can use the practice of letting
Scripture shed light on itself. Where there are difficult passages, we can read them in light
of the rest of the Biblical witness.
One of the central affirmations of Genesis, and a foundational text in Christian tradition, is
that humans are created in the image of God:
So God created humankind in his image
in the image of God he created them;
male and female he created them. (Genesis 1:27)
The account in Genesis thus tells us that the Canaanites were created in God’s image as
well. What is the nature of the God in whose image we were created? What does Scripture
in its fullness tell us about the God who created us?xv
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The overall picture scripture paints is that we worship a God who rules not with dominating
power but through sacrificial love; who loved the world, the ‘the other,’ the privileged and
the marginalized. Indeed, the Gospel of Matthew relates how God chose to become
incarnate as a descendant of Rahab—one of the few Canaanite survivors of the fall of
Jericho (Matthew 1:5). In fact, taking a closer look at Jesus’ genealogy listed in Matthew
(and remembering that Jesus’ name is a variant of the earlier name Joshua, who was
responsible for the fall of Jericho and the slaughter of the Canaanites) we see several
marginalized peoples present there. Jesus’ genealogy includes women in a patriarchal
context, a Canaanite and a Moabite, both of whom were peoples identified in other
passages of the Bible as cultures to shun. These are not the names one might expect to find
in the genealogy of the Son of God incarnate—if, that is, one thinks of God as being a God
of domination rather than a God of sacrificial love for all people.
The Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius are based on the idea that the ‘other’ is not
worthy of basic human rights or respect. Jesus, on the other hand, God incarnate, showed
respect and love toward ‘the other’—for example, the Syrophoenician/Canaanite woman
in Mark 7 and Matthew 15, and the Samaritan in Luke 10. Our God became incarnate in
order to reveal God’s love for those who are finite and flawed—both those at the centre,
and at the margins. Reading like a Canaanite would let us see the story of the woman in
Mark 7 and Matthew 15, and the Samaritan in Luke 10, as examples of Jesus’ love and
care in accepting those that others in his society would have had trouble respecting, or even
treating as humans made in God’s image, with full worth and rights.
Jesus modelled servant ministry for building community and as the basis for relationships.
Relationships marked by domination are incompatible with Jesus’ teachings about right
relationship. Manifestations of superiority, power seeking and domination in human
relationships are a sign of brokenness. The roots of harm seen in colonization and the
residential and day school system are a sign of brokenness. However, Jesus’ death and
resurrection is fundamentally about healing a broken relationship between God and God’s
image-bearers.
This work of healing is echoed by Paul in 1 Corinthians 5 when he calls a broken church
back into right relationship and reminds its members that God has “entrusted the message
of reconciliation to us.” This is not merely a call to action, but a reminder of our identity
in Christ as beloved children of God.
In light of the Doctrine of Discovery, terra nullius and our participation in residential and
day schools, we confess our failure to be ambassadors of reconciliation. In the words of
the Confession adopted by the 1994 General Assembly, “We confess that The Presbyterian
Church in Canada presumed to know better than Aboriginal peoples what was needed for
life… in our cultural arrogance we have been blind to the ways in which our own
understanding of the Gospel has been culturally conditioned.” xvi But in Jesus Christ we are
called back into right relationship with God, and with each other, repudiating doctrines of
superiority and seeking the witness of Indigenous people as we form new relationships.
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Our Church, as a perpetrator of brokenness, is called into a ministry of reconciliation as
part of that healing process. We are invited to approach scripture in a manner that allows
and encourages such healing.
What the research shows
In an effort to respond fully to the call to repudiate the Doctrine of Discovery, The
Presbyterian Church in Canada undertook a review of its archives to determine where and
how attitudes flowing from that doctrine, or the concept of terra nullius, were active. We
found many examples. The following words from the Rev. Hugh McKay, missionary at
Round Lake, Saskatchewan, are from The Presbyterian Church in Canada’s 1886 Acts and
Proceedings in a report of the Foreign Missions Committee (the predecessor of
International Ministries). He was reporting on the residential school at Round Lake, run by
The Presbyterian Church in Canada.
…We have been much encouraged in our experiment (i.e. of a school in which
poor Indian children are both boarded and taught) during the past two winters; and
we feel that we can recommend a school of this kind on a large scale to the
sympathy of the Church. We have read of asylums for dogs and cats; and the work
is spoken of as a work of mercy. Are not these little children better than they? Is it
a work to be despised to take these little ones, and lift them up from the poverty
and filth and paganism in which we find them to become useful citizens of our
country, and sharers with us of the bright hope of a better life beyond?... We think
schools of this kind should be established in many places; schools in which the
children could be kept, fed, clothed and educated. They would thus be under our
control, and away from the pernicious influence of the pagan… If this plan were
adopted, we feel assured that, in a few years, instead of wandering pagans, we
should have industrious and happy communities and many true Christians. xvii
To be clear, the influence the Rev. McKay is recommending attempting to thwart is the
influence of parents and community members on their own children, which is labelled
pernicious. This quotation—only one of many—highlights the kinds of attitudes the
Doctrine of Discovery fostered in the mainstream culture of the time, including the church,
and how such attitudes contributed to the establishment of institutions like the residential
and day school systems.
Indeed, a persistent theme that emerges from the research the church’s assistant archivist,
Bob Anger, undertook is a lack of empathy by the church toward Indigenous people. This
lack of empathy is a failure on the part of the church to recognize the image of God in
Indigenous people. It was manifested in:
-

The presumption of inferiority of Indigenous people and culture and/or superiority
of Euro-Canadian people and culture.
Language and terminology that neglects and negates the full dignity of Indigenous
peoples (e.g. Indians, heathens).
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-

-

Affirmation of the need to “civilize” Indigenous people by changing their language,
appearance and culture.
Justification of land seizures away from Indigenous peoples. xviii
The removal of Indigenous children from their communities for the express purpose
of ‘civilizing’ (to mould into Western European appearance, behaviors and
language; praising compulsory attendance at residential school).
Setting educational curriculum that furthered assimilation processes (e.g.
exclusively teaching subjects and trades foreign to Indigenous life and livelihood;
prohibiting expression of Indigenous language).

This is not a comprehensive list of the ways in which the church lived out colonial attitudes
to the intense harm of its Indigenous neighbours. Colonial attitudes also manifested in
liturgical and educational resources, such as missions studies. xix
Additionally, other avenues of research into residential schools continues to reveal
disturbing parts of this legacy, including at Presbyterian-run schools. Historian Ian Mosby,
for example, published a report about nutritional experiments carried out on Indigenous
adults and over 1,000 Indigenous children between 1942 and 1952. xx Some of these
children attended the Presbyterian-run Cecilia Jeffrey Indian Residential School. These
nutritional experiments were carried out without the knowledge and consent of the affected
communities and the parents whose children attended residential schools. A 1954 report
obtained from the Indian and Northern Health Services archives by CBC in 2013 indicated
that a school nurse experimented with 14 different drugs to treat “ear troubles” in children
at Cecilia Jeffrey, and that some of the children who were administered the drugs became
deaf. xxi This research is chilling and painful to read. It reveals additional information about
residential schools that must be acknowledged and is rightly part of the public record.
Mr. Anger’s research in The Presbyterian Church in Canada’s archives shows that the
language, perspective and content of resources changes over time. Between 1960 and 1980,
for example, there is a noticeable change in educational content related to Indigenous
people (e.g. the word “Indian” stops being used and is named as pejorative). Activities for
children become more culturally sensitive and educational resources start to incorporate
contextual information about different First Nation’s traditions. xxii Change is not a clearcut path and these documents reflect a tension between current and changing norms (e.g.
in terminology and methodology).
The research document detailing examples of the Doctrine of Discovery impacting the
church’s language and policies is available through Justice Ministries or The Presbyterian
Church in Canada Archives. A webinar and a video outlining the findings of Mr. Anger’s
research are also available on the church’s website. We thank Mr. Anger for his work.
Did people resist attitudes or actions that justified European sovereignty over
Indigenous lands and people?
Indigenous people resisted, and continue to resist, domination by non-Indigenous people,
culture and governments. This is evident even within church records. Early correspondence
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between the church and James Nesbitt, the first Presbyterian missionary to work with
Indigenous people in Canada, indicates that Indigenous people expressed anxiety regarding
the tenuous nature of their status and lands. xxiii Indigenous peoples resisted sending children
to residential schools, not necessarily as a rejection of education per se, but rather rejecting
the separation of children from their parents and community. xxiv A 1923 article in The
Presbyterian Witness by R.B. Herron, former principal of a Presbyterian-run residential
school near Regina, communicates the anxiety of parents over inappropriate education
curriculum, and poor education outcomes at residential schools, claiming that parents have
no “voice” in the selection of teachers or in the subjects their children are required to study,
and concluding it is doubtful that when they leave at age 18 they could pass examinations
higher than those set for a class of fourth or fifth grade white children. xxv Students that ran
away from residential schools demonstrated their own form of resistance to, and rejection
of, residential schools.
Additionally, some members of the church drew attention to the treatment of Indigenous
people. The Confession acknowledges “that there were some who, with prophetic insight,
were aware of the damage that was being done and protested, but their efforts were
thwarted.”xxvi Principal Caven of Knox College, for instance, drew the 1886 General
Assembly’s attention to the treatment of Indigenous people by the Dominion of Canada:
“it seems to be established by irresistible evidence that in too many instances a people who
are wards of the Government have been wronged and defrauded by those who are specially
appointed to care for them and promote their interests.”xxvii Even this expression of concern
reflects acceptance of a paternalistic ward-caregiver relationship imposed on Indigenous
people by the Government of Canada, however. Principle Caven’s critique focused on
inappropriate behaviour of civil servants towards Indigenous people as a hindrance to
Christian missionary efforts rather than critiquing the ward-caregiver relationship
itself. xxviii
What does it mean to repudiate the Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius?
This report opened with a brief reflection on Micah’s call to do justice, love kindness, and
walk humbly with God. It also spent some time examining some of the Biblical passages
that have been used in colonial ways to support colonial practices, challenging those
interpretations from the broader context of the Bible and Christian tradition. Whenever
something that has significantly shaped our understanding is let go—such as, in this case,
the Doctrine of Discovery—there will be some anxiety. What does it mean to repudiate
these doctrines from the church’s history that have a legacy today? What are the
consequences? Many other churches have already repudiated the doctrine of discovery (a
list of several denominations who have done so can be found below). One potential
question that might be raised, since the Doctrine of Discovery played such a large role in
the ideology that supported taking land from Indigenous people, is whether repudiating the
Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius has any effect on Crown sovereignty. The Truth
and Reconciliation Commission recognized that there may be anxiety surrounding this
question, and addressed it in their Final report:
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We would not suggest that the repudiation of the Doctrine of Discovery necessarily
gives rise to the invalidation of Crown sovereignty. The Commission accepts that
there are other means to establish the validity of Crown sovereignty without
undermining the important principle established in the Royal Proclamation of 1763,
which is that the sovereignty of the Crown requires that it recognize and deal with
Aboriginal title in order to become perfected. It must not be forgotten that the terms
of the Royal Proclamation were explained to, and accepted by, Indigenous leaders
during the negotiation of the Treaty of Niagara of 1764.xxix
This notion of perfecting the validity of Crown sovereignty points to the Crown acting in
such a way that it is recognized as performing the appropriate sort of actions and engaging
in the appropriate sort of relations that a sovereign Crown would. It is in doing so that other
nations recognize and acknowledge the sovereignty of a Crown. Such international
recognition is important because it underpins the foundations of sovereignty; in a real
sense, nations are sovereign because other nations treat them as such. Thus, living up to
the treaties that it signed, and undertaking appropriate relations going forward—including
where there is a need to repair and rebalance those relations by taking actions like
repudiating harmful doctrines that had previously supported its actions—is a way to
“perfect” the sovereignty of the Crown, rather than undermine it.
In faith, we understand that the just actions God calls us to are not always easy, but when
we follow them, good ensues, relationships are made right, and the community as a whole
flourishes. Repudiating colonial ideology such as the Doctrine of Discovery and terra
nullius means that we will have to examine where our past, and present, policies, programs
and structures are informed by or contribute to colonial or racist understandings. It means
we will have to engage in heartfelt examination, from a position of understanding the
significant harm done, to work to change our future.
Repudiating would not simply be giving up something harmful, then; it is also committing
to a healthier future more in line with our own doctrine and the understanding of justice we
as a denomination have come to through engaging scripture. As we profess in Living Faith:
“God’s justice is seen when we deal fairly with each other and strive to change customs
and practices that oppress and enslave others. Justice involves protecting the rights of
others. It protests against everything that destroys human dignity.” xxx The Doctrine of
Discovery is founded on principles that destroy human dignity. Given the severity of harm
it has caused, a full and firm repudiation is absolutely necessary for healing and
reconciliation efforts to which The Presbyterian Church in Canada has already committed
itself in our 1994 Confession, as well as in order to uphold the doctrine we profess.
The words of our Confession are prayed with profound sorrow and regret, but our
conviction will be measured in the actions of the church going forward. Some of the
activities and behaviors named in the Confession that a repudiation of the Doctrine of
Discovery and terra nullius would seek to redress are: presuming western European
cultures were superior to Indigenous cultures and using that assumption to justify support
for bans on Indigenous spiritual practices; presuming to know better than Indigenous
peoples what was needed for life; supporting the removal of children from Indigenous
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communities for the purpose of undermining the transmission of Indigenous language,
culture, spirituality and identity; and using foreign disciplinary actions, creating a setting
of acquiescence and obedience in which physical, sexual, emotional and psychological
abuse occurred.xxxi Having laid out these activities and behaviours and borne witness to the
intergenerational trauma they engendered, it is clear why we should desire to utterly reject
this doctrine, and live out a wholly new witness founded on the justice we profess.

Where to now? The TRC and The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s final report names the living and ongoing
legacy of colonization, including residential schools. This legacy includes missing and
murdered Indigenous women and girls; overrepresentation of Indigenous children in
Canadian welfare agency care; the need for the provision of resources to keep Indigenous
children in culturally appropriate environments and the need for greater transparency and
reporting for the apprehension of Indigenous children; persistent poverty in Indigenous
communities; persistent underfunding of services in Indigenous communities; loss of
language and culture; ongoing violations of Treaties; land claim disputes; and violations of
Indigenous peoples’ rights. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission also named The
Indian Act as an example of the ongoing legacy of colonization, since it sets regulations on
Indigenous identity and governance. xxxii
Having considered some of the present and historical legacy of attitudes and actions
flowing from the Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius, it is good to ask: how can the
church work for reconciliation in this context? The form that a repudiation of the Doctrine
of Discovery and terra nullius takes in other denominations who have already made it
varies somewhat but moves in similar directions. In light of what has been said thus far, it
comes as no surprise that, for example, the Christian Reformed Church in North America
both rejected the doctrine and branded it a heresy:
The Christian Reformed Church in North America (CRCNA) convened a task force
that “struggled with the manifestations of brokenness in the long arch of the history
– and present reality – that is the Doctrine of Christian Discovery.” The CRCNA’s
2016 Synod adopted a recommendation that it “acknowledge that the existing
Doctrine of Discovery is a heresy and we reject and condemn it.” xxxiii
In 2010, The Anglican Church in Canada’s General Synod passed a resolution to
“repudiate and renounce the Doctrine of Discovery as fundamentally opposed to
the gospel of Jesus Christ and our understanding of the inherent rights that
individuals and peoples have received from God.”xxxiv In 2014 the General Synod
established a commission to form a plan to follow up this resolution.
In 2016 the Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops issued a document stating it
“considers and repudiates illegitimate concepts and principals used by Europeans
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to justify the seizure of land previously held by Indigenous peoples and often
identified by the terms ‘Doctrine of Discovery’ and the notion of terra nullius.” xxxv
Similar statements have been made by the Religious Society of Friends; the
Salvation Army, the United Church of Canada, and others.
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission has said the framework for reconciliation in
Canada is the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (hereafter
the United Nations Declaration). The United Nations Declaration does not name the
Doctrine of Discovery or terra nullius specifically, but addresses the attitudes and
assumptions that lay at the heart of these concepts, stating:
all doctrines, policies and practices based on advocating superiority of peoples or
individuals on the basis of national origin or racial, religious, ethnic or cultural
differences are racist, scientifically false, legally invalid, morally condemnable and
socially unjust.xxxvi
Put into practice, the United Nations Declaration provides sign posts for the journey to
reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people. Repudiating the Doctrine
of Discovery is one step on that journey. Further, efforts to implement the United Nations
Declaration can be understood as actions that meaningfully reject the Doctrine of
Discovery and begin to dismantle its effects. The church has already advocated that the
Government of Canada uphold the principles of the United Nations Declaration and
harmonize Canadian laws and policies with the United Nations Declaration.xxxvii
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission also provides helpful guidelines to establish
respectful relationships which could be applied to repudiating the Doctrine of Discovery.
In the context of the relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people and
particularly in light of the legacy of residential and day schools, the requirements for
respectful relationship include:
1) awareness of the past;
2) acknowledgement of harms;
3) atonement for harms done; and
4) actions that change behavior.xxxviii
These requirements must be expressed in institutions and in personal relationships.
The Assembly of First Nations also provides helpful guidelines for what it means to
repudiate doctrines or concepts of superiority. They are summarized here:
-

Acknowledge the consequences such doctrines have had for Indigenous peoples
Reject these concepts as illegal, immoral and a violation of human rights and affirm
that they can never be used in such a manner again
In partnership with Indigenous peoples, examine how Canadian history, laws,
practices and policies have relied on these concepts
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-

-

Repudiate these concepts in a legislative (the church might say polity) framework
and harmonize laws and policies with the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples
Redress the violation of Indigenous people’s rights, including lands, territories and
resources taken without Indigenous’ peoples free, prior, and informed consent
Ensure such principles are never used again xxxix

What is clear is that actions must follow words for a statement of repudiation to be
meaningful.
The Confession serves as an ongoing acknowledgment of the devastating harm of
colonization and is a covenant of the church’s commitment to seek new understandings
and to walk in ways consistent with right relationship between Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples. This report has attempted to name and acknowledge these harms.
Atonement and reconciliation, however, can only be measured in the words and actions of
the church over time. The Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius as embraced and taught
by the church is a failure of the church to believe and live the gospel. We reject this doctrine
not simply because we affirm the UN Declaration, but because we believe this doctrine is
contrary to the will and way of God as revealed in Jesus Christ. Let us therefore act in ways
consistent with our Confession, with the living faith we profess, and with our calling to be
agents of reconciliation as disciples of Christ.

Recommendations
In light of the theological and pastoral findings in this study of the Doctrine of Discovery
and terra nullius the following recommendation is in response to TRC Call to Action Nos.
46, ii and 49 are proposed for consideration by the General Assembly
Recommendation No. XX Adopted/Defeated/Amended
That The Presbyterian Church in Canada repudiate concepts used to justify European
sovereignty over Indigenous lands and peoples, such as the Doctrine of Discovery and terra
nullius.
This recommendation recognizes and affirms language in the UN Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples as it relates to repudiating concepts used to justify European
sovereignty over Indigenous lands and peoples. This language is particularly important
because the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s has named the UN Declaration as the
framework for reconciliation. xl
Recommendation No. 10
Adopted/Defeated/Amended
That The Presbyterian Church in Canada affirms that all doctrines, policies and practices
based on or advocating for superiority of peoples or individuals on the basis of national
origin, or racial, religious, ethnic or cultural differences are racist, scientifically false,
legally invalid, morally condemnable and socially unjust.
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Recommendation No. 11
Adopted/Defeated/Amended
That The Presbyterian Church in Canada seek to engage in relationships with Indigenous
peoples that reflect the principles of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples as the basis for right relationship.
Recommendation No. 12
Adopted/Defeated/Amended
That Justice Ministries produce a resource that reflects on the history and ongoing legacy
of the Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius, including suggested actions that courts of
the church may take to repudiate the Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius.
Recommendation No. 13
Adopted/Defeated/Amended
That members and courts of The Presbyterian Church in Canada study the Doctrine of
Discovery and terra nullius in order to understand the contemporary ramifications of
concepts used to justify European sovereignty over Indigenous lands and peoples in
Canada, including how this is reflected in The Presbyterian Church in Canada’s mission
and ministry with Indigenous people.
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-
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